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2  Light
The sun gives light.The sun gives light.
The moon gives light.The moon gives light.
A candle gives light.A candle gives light.
A torch gives light.A torch gives light.
A fire-fly gives light.A fire-fly gives light.

When we have no light, it is dark.When we have no light, it is dark.
The earth is dark at night.The earth is dark at night.
We use lights in our houses at night.We use lights in our houses at night.

Circle the words which can give light. Join the words to the pictures.

sun sun 
torchtorch
cloudcloud

candlecandle
starstar

plantplant

Colour the box which means ‘no light’.

 light moon darkness sun light moon darkness sun

Night wb2 p38

Cloud wb1 p3SAM
PLE
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5  Times
The lights in the sky travel. The lights in the sky travel. 
This helps to give us times.This helps to give us times.

A year
The earth travels around the sun. The earth travels around the sun. 
How long does it take? How long does it take? 
It takes one It takes one yearyear..

A month
The moon travels around the earth. The moon travels around the earth. 
How long does it take? How long does it take? 
It takes oneIt takes one month month..

A day
The earth turns as it travels. The earth turns as it travels. 
How long does it take? How long does it take? 
It takes oneIt takes one day day..

A week
A A weekweek is seven days. is seven days.
Most people have one or two days Most people have one or two days 
when they do not go to work. when they do not go to work. 
This is called a This is called a week-endweek-end..
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8  Trees

We can get wood from a tree.We can get wood from a tree.

We can cut the wood with a saw or an axe.We can cut the wood with a saw or an axe.
Then we can make things from the wood.Then we can make things from the wood.

 a table a door a stool a table a door a stool

 Draw some other things which can be made from wood.SAM
PLE
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Making things
Here are some things that other things can be Here are some things that other things can be 
made from.made from.
WoodWood comes from trees. comes from trees.
PlasticPlastic is made from oil. is made from oil.
LL 22eeaa  

22
thth-er-er comes from the skin of animal. comes from the skin of animal.

GlassGlass is made from sand. is made from sand.
MetalMetal is dug from the ground. is dug from the ground.

 Join each picture to the thing it may be made from.

plasticplastic

woodwood

leatherleather

glassglass

metalmetalSAM
PLE
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What do we use?
 Tick (  ) the boxes to show which body parts we use to do these things. 

Some may have more than one box ticked.

 hands legs feet fingers arms hands legs feet fingers arms
hold things hold things         
jump jump         
hop hop         
draw draw         
clap clap         
kick kick         
hug hug         

 Draw yourself jumping.

Hands
 Read this poem. 

Underline the words which tell what hands can do. Then act them.

My hands are so helpful. What can they do? My hands are so helpful. What can they do? 
They help wash the dishes, and pol-ish my shoe. They help wash the dishes, and pol-ish my shoe. 
They open the door and pat my cat; They open the door and pat my cat; 
They can throw a ball and hold a bat. They can throw a ball and hold a bat. 
There are so many things my hands can do, There are so many things my hands can do, 
I have not enough time to tell them to you.I have not enough time to tell them to you.

SAM
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More about animals
Animals with shells

Animals with horns

Shells and horns protect animals.Shells and horns protect animals.

How animals help us
Animals help us. Animals help us. 
A horse can pull a cart. A horse can pull a cart. 
A camel can carry a person. A camel can carry a person. 
An elephant can lift big things. An elephant can lift big things. 
A dog can lead a blind person.A dog can lead a blind person.

 Draw a little animal which has a shell.

 Draw an animal which has horns.

Extension UnitX2
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Inside the body
There are There are organsorgans inside the body.  inside the body. 
They do jobs to help us live and work.They do jobs to help us live and work.

The The heartheart pumps the blood (‘blud’). pumps the blood (‘blud’).

The The brainbrain helps us to think.  helps us to think. 
It tells the other parts what to do.It tells the other parts what to do.

BonesBones keep the body firm. keep the body firm.

LungsLungs help us to brea help us to brea
22
ththeexx ..

 Are these body parts on the inside or the outside of the body? 
Colour the correct box.

lungs inside outside bones inside outsidelungs inside outside bones inside outside

feet inside outside hands inside outsidefeet inside outside hands inside outside

brain inside outside hbrain inside outside h 22eaead inside outsided inside outside

Extension UnitX3
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